
 

 

 

 

 
Dear Shareholders, 

 
This week Perth hosted the RIU Good Oil Conference and I have attached an article from the 
conference for your information. I’d like to thank Josh Lewis and Upstream for allowing me to 
provide you with a copy of the article in this newsletter. 
 
At the conference I was asked how I was feeling about the Roc-2 well after we announced 
last Friday that we’d confirmed the presence of hydrocarbons in good quality reservoir in the 
zone where expected. 
 
Right now I’m feeling like I was at half time in the AFL preliminary finals game between the 
West Coast Eagles and the Western Bulldogs last week. As a Bulldogs fan I was excited by 
the fact that we were in front to that point in the game and I was hopeful the Doggies would 
fight on strongly to the end. To draw on that parallel, I’m similarly excited by our results to 
date in Roc-2 and hopeful that our wireline logs and flow test data confirm our expectations 
for this well.  And those expectations clearly centre around confirming an economic resource 
and a commercial flow rate. 
 
For those of you who didn’t follow the Eagles and Doggies game, and to save you the time to 
look up the final score, the Doggies finished the game strongly winning by 47 points. 
 
The RIU Good Oil Conference was very well attended. We had a booth at the conference with 
our team talking with delegates about our business and I made a 20 minute presentation on 
our company. 
 
The key aspects of my presentation were that we have a strong competitive advantage in our 
people, the depth and make up of our technical database and our intense focus and 
knowledge of the technical aspects of the North West Shelf. I also provided a brief overview 
of the status of each our projects which in short are being steadily progressed technically. 
And finally I provided an update on our Roc-2 well which, as I covered above, is looking 
promising but we really need the wireline log information to understand if we’ve achieved our 
objectives for this well. In that regard we’re a fortnight to a month from knowing how this well 
stacks up. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 

 

Adrian Cook 
Managing Director  
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